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Child abuse on the rise in Germany

Berlin, July 15 (RHC)-- In Germany’s latest horrific case of child abuse, paedophiles filmed sex acts on
their own children to share online.  Kids learn ‘stranger danger’ but a leading campaigner says to ‘think
the unthinkable’ about who real abusers are.

As four evil paedophiles begin their prison sentences this week having been found guilty of being part of
the biggest child abuse ring ever uncovered in Germany, one of the nation’s most tireless campaigners
has warned that sex abuse of children is at epidemic levels.



Activist Julia von Weiler, from the German branch of global NGO Innocence in Danger, says that the
World Health Organisation estimates of a million German children having suffered sexual violence is way
too low.

The problem authorities face in compiling figures is the high incidence of unreported abuse. Several years
ago, “the Mikado Study, funded by the Federal Ministry of Family Affairs found that two-thirds of child
abuse survivors never disclose their trauma to anyone.  Ever.  And, in a put-on-your-seatbelt moment, the
study also pointed out that just 1% of abuse cases were reported to police and/or youth welfare
agencies,” she says.

“So if we take that 1 percent as our baseline then the 1 million estimate by the WHO is actually a rather
low figure.”   

She said her experience of 30 years in the field showed child abuse was widespread, not just sexual
violence but ‘digital’ abuse which took place over phone or computer videos without the abuser or the
victim being in the same room.  “Our estimate is that in every German classroom between two and four
children are abused, not all severely, terribly sexaully abused but also by the overstepping of digital
boundaries,” she said.

Those digital boundaries prove highly problematic to police investigators. In the recent case in Münster,
they seized hard drives containing more than 500 terabytes of videos and photos of child abuse which
they said could take them 30 years to sift through.

The 28-year-old ringleader of the sex gang – known only as Adrian V. – was given a 14-year prison
sentence with his three accomplices receiving between 10 and 12 years each. The court heard all four
brought their own young sons to the small house on a busy garden allotment to be abused by others, with
video and photo material sold later online.

This is the second high-profile abuse case in the German state of North Rhine-Westphalia in less than a
year after last October a man was found guilty of sexually abusing his young daughter and filming the acts
so he could share the video online.

That followed yet another trial in the same state in 2019 in which two men were convicted or more than
450 attacks at a campsite in Lügde, most of them rape, on boys and girls aged from three to 14 years old
over more than 20 years.  “That case,” says von Weiler, “was a game-changer”. 

“The interior minister Herbert Reul actually watched some of the content these men had produced and he
said, ‘Oh my God! This is an epidemic’.” 

While the German authorities may be coming round to the idea that child abuse is not simply a case of
sexual violence, and that its digital aspect is also a major issue, it will continue until the taboo surrounding
who the actual abusers might be is broken.

https://www.radiohc.cu/index.php/en/noticias/internacionales/263990-germany-faces-epidemic-of-child-sex-
abuse-cases
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